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Exam Advanced Analog Design
May 22, 2012 at 8:00 – 13:00

The total number of points for this exam is 30 and to pass the exam at least 15 points are
required. The exercises are not structured in any particular order.

Material allowed during the examination:

• Lecture Notes: Advanced Analog Design, J. Piper, R. Strandberg, F. Tillman, 2012

• TEFYMA or similar

• Calculator

It should be noted that neither exercises, hand-in exercises, laboratory manual nor solu-
tions to these are allowed at the examination.

Reminder I: Answer each question with an elaborate and logical solution followed by a
brief and precise answer.

Reminder II: Write your name and grade (e.g. Hedy Lamarr E42) on each sheet of
paper.

Distribute your time wisely.
Focus on collecting as many points as possible.
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1 What is the benefit of using the ABCD-matrix to characterize an amplifier stage?
(1p)

2 The nullor approximation regarding noise calculation states that only the input
stage is important. Give an explanation for the validity of this approximation. (1p)

3 A measurement of an amplifier was made. A plot of the loop gain vs. frequency is
shown in the figure.

a) Estimate the maximum bandwidth of the negative feedback amplifier (2p)

b) When frequency compensated with a phantom-zero compensation for robust
system poles, draw the root-locus of the amplifier. (2p)

4 For the frequency 10kHz, determine IC for an undistorted output signal of 3V.
Cs is a large capacitor. The DC voltage level at load is 0. (2p)
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5 When system poles are moved from the real axis further out towards the right half
plane the step response ringing increases. The frequency of the ringing when close
to the imaginary axis is approximately the same. But when the system poles pass
into the right half plane the frequency changes significant to a much lower
frequency. What is the explanation for this? (2p)
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6 An amplifier shown in the figure should be investigated regarding bandwidth and
design of frequency compensation for MFM behaviour. Compensation method and
locations and values of compensation components should be chosen.
Source vs = 1mV.

Data: Bipolar transistors βf = 200 VT = 0,025V and ωT = 109 rad/s, ro is
neglectable.

a) Draw small signal schematic and calculate , Aβ(0), loop pole locations,

achievable bandwidth and system pole locations for MFM behaviour. (2p)

b) Compensate the amplifier calculate necessary component values (3p)

c) Draw the root locus of the compensated amplifier. (1p)

d) The implementation of the input stage bias current source as resistor RC is in fact
a resistive broad banding compensation. What parameters will change if this bias
source is exchanged for a transconductance bias source type. (1p)

7 A transimpedance amplifier with a gain of  [V/A] is to be designed

using a ASCE-CE configuration. There is for the moment no restriction on
bandwidth or demand for compensation. Total supply current should be kept to a
minimum, thus an initial choice of m1a = 0,5 is made. The HD2 should be better

than -96dB. The required output signal swing into the load RL = 1kΩ is .
The input signal is an ideal current source. βf = 200, VT = 0,025V.

a)  Start by making a quick estimation of the lowest achievable HD2 to see if the
specification is relevant. (1p)

b) Design the amplifier using BJTs and derive an expression for the actual loop gain
and calculate the bias currents to meet the specifications (2p)

c) The result in b) shows that the input stage is consuming the highest bias current.
What change of the circuit would reduce the input bias current. (2p)
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8 A voltage regulator is shown in the figure. The voltage across RL is the output
voltage. The anti-series stage is balanced regarding bias currents. The noise
properties of the amplifier should be investigated next. The final goal is to have an
expression for the input voltage noise of the regulator. The potentiometer, Rs, is set
to the middle position and Cs i a very large capacitor.

a)  Draw the signal schematic including noise sources suited for noise calculations.
(1p)

b)  Transform the noise sources to the input of the amplifier represented as a single
voltage noise source, veq.
Fill in the table below for each noise source. (2p)

c)  For the AS stage, give the full expression for vn1 and in1 respectively.
(1p)

d)  Use the Wiener-Kintchine theorem and write the power spectral density function,
. (2p)

e) Discuss the best choice for implementing the bias sources IC? (1p)

f) How is it possible to change the circuit to reduce the noise from Rs? (1p)

TABELL 0.1

Original noise source Noise source at input

vRs

vR1

vR2

inRL

vn1

in1

IC

iD

VCC

VEE

Rs

RE RL

Cs

R1

R2

Sveq
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